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B
iological protein channels are remark-
able systems that have the ability to
selectively pump necessary chemicals

and signals through cell walls at rates that
are orders of magnitude faster than inor-
ganic pores with near perfect selection.
Mimicking this function in large-area robust
man-made structures can have broad appli-
cations in water purification, chemical sepa-
rations, drug delivery, and sensing. The key
to Nature's channels are (1) selective recep-
tor chemistry at the pore entrance, (2) a
mechanism for fast fluid flow or mass-trans-
port, and (3) a signal at the exit side of the
protein to activate the channel.1 Pioneering
efforts toward this goal have focused on
well-ordered nanoporousmonoliths such as
porous alumina or track-etched polycarbo-
nate with minimal path tortuosity, ability to
reduce pore size to the nanometer scale,
and ability to add selective surface chem-
istry.2�6 However these approaches suffer
from the common problems of an inability to
place an effective monolayer of gatekeeper
chemistry at the pore entrance and the in-
herently slow process of fluid flow in nan-
ometer-scale pores. In particular, pressure-
driven fluid flow in nanometer-scale pores is
acutely limited by the boundary condition of
zero flow velocity on the pore wall and can
thus reach only minute core velocities
through the sheer of Newtonian fluids. Nat-
ural protein channels are able to support very
fast interfacial velocities in thepores, as is seen
with the single file flow of highly oriented
waters through the aquapourin channel.
The inner cores of carbon nanotubes

(CNTs) have the potential to exhibit a fast
interfacial “slip velocity” at the porewall due
to CNTs having a large noninteracting van

der Waals distance and an atomically flat
surface that would not scatter flowing
fluids. An early molecular dynamics simula-
tion study7 predicts strong self-associating
H-bond coupling of water within a “hydro-
phobic” single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs) and 5
orders of magnitude faster flow than would
be expected for conventionalmaterials. This
flow rate is similar to what is seen in the
aquapourin protein channel that pumps
water across kidney membranes. High flow
velocities of molecules were also predicted
simply based on the near frictionless nature
of the CNT walls8,9 as well as the fast diffu-
sion rates for hydrocarbons.10�12 In the
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ABSTRACT Transport phenomena through the hollow conduits of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are

subjects of intense theoretical and experimental research. We have studied molecular transport over

the large spectrum of ionic diffusion to pressure-driven gaseous and liquid flow. Plasma oxidation

during the fabrication of the membrane introduces carboxylic acid groups at the CNT entrance, which

provides electrostatic “gatekeeper” effects on ionic transport. Diffusive transport of ions of different

charge and size through the core of the CNT is close to bulk diffusion expectations and allows

estimation of the number of open pores or porosity of the membrane. Flux of gases such as N2, CO2,

Ar, H2, and CH4 scaled inversely with their molecular weight by an exponent of 0.4, close to expected

kinetic theory velocity expectations. However, the magnitude of the fluxes was ∼15- to 30-fold

higher than predicted from Knudsen diffusion kinetics and consistent with specular momentum

reflection inside smooth pores. Polar liquids such as water, ethanol, and isopropyl alcohol and

nonpolar liquids such as hexane and decane were dramatically enhanced, with water flow over 4

orders of magnitude larger than “no-slip” hydrodynamic flow predictions. As direct experimental

proof for the mechanism of near perfect slip conditions within CNT cores, a stepwise hydrophilic

functionalization of CNT membranes from as-produced, tip-functionalized, and core-functionalized

was performed. Pressure-driven water flow through the membrane was reduced from 5 � 104 to

2� 102 to less than a factor of 5 enhancement over conventional Newtonian flow, while retaining

nearly the same pore area.
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latter case, favorable interactions of the methane with
the CNTwall predict themoleculewill “skate” down the
tube wall and not scatter in random directions, as
would conventionally happen in the case of Knudsen
diffusion. The flow velocity of gaseous methane is
predicted to be ∼260 cm/s at 1 bar.10 In all models,
the atomically flat nature of graphite sheets inherent to
the CNT microstructure makes the enhanced flow
possible over long length scales. In fact, if a radial
atomic step edge is placed inside a CNT core, there is a
dramatic drop in predicted flow rates due to interfacial
scattering.13 Recently a new class of membranes with
highly ordered graphitic CNTs as conduits14�19 have
demonstrated extremely fast transport.15,20 The pro-
cess entails encapsulation of vertically oriented CNT
mats inside an inert polymer14 or a ceramic matrix15

with a plasma etching-based chemistry opening up the
CNT tips.
The present study experimentally investigates mass

transport through the aligned multiwalled CNT mem-
brane structure with ∼7 nm pore diameter, in the
broad spectrum of ionic diffusion and pressure-driven
liquid and gas transport. The membrane structure of
interest contains a substantially large number of CNTs
(∼1010/cm2), which allows macroscopic measurement
of transport through the membrane. Experimental
transport properties are compared with conventional

models of mass transport through membranes of
comparable pore size and show that nanoscale trans-
port phenomena in these graphitic pores are dramati-
cally enhanced.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Ionic Transport and Gatekeeper Activity. To mimic pro-
tein channels, it is necessary to have selective chem-
istry at the channel entrance to act as a gatekeeper or
chemically activated pump as diagrammed in Figure 1.
An integral part of the membrane fabrication proce-
dure is the plasma-oxidation process that opens the
previously sealed CNTs, potentially allowing functional
chemistry at only the tip region. Experimental results
indicate that liquid phase treatments tend to introduce
carboxylic acid groups, whereas gas phase treatments
introduce less oxidized groups such as hydroxy and
carbonyl.21,22 Therefore, water vapor plasma treatment
for opening the CNTs is most likely to introduce
carboxyl groups on the tips of the CNT membrane.
Because the high-energy plasma would react with the
initial contact surface, this precludes its entrance deep
into the pores, limiting the functionalization to the
surface and near tip regions.23 The surface density of
carboxyl groups can be increased significantly by
utilizing a one-electron reduction of diazonium salts
containing a terminal carboxylic acid group.24 The

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electronmicrograph of the CNT membrane used in the study; scale bar is 10 μm. (b) HR-TEM image of
MWCNT showing∼7nm i.d. inner core. (c) Schematic of the themeof thepresent study:molecular transport through the inner
core of the CNTs to pass across the membrane structure.
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deprotonated carboxylic groups on the membrane
surface lead to an increase of interfacial capacitance
with increasing pH. Qualitatively, one can estimate a
∼2�2.5-fold increase in functional density after diazo-
niumgrafting chemistry;25 however, a small increase of
capacitance of the as-made CNT membrane indicates
the presence of surface carboxyl groups from the
plasma-oxidation.

Ionic transport of similarly charged but differently
sized probes through CNT membrane could be modu-
lated by chemical gatekeeper functionality at CNT
entrances.26 The factors affecting transport were chain
length, solubility/conformation, charge of the func-
tional molecule, and solution ionic strength. Of interest
in this study is to understand ionic transport of a variety
of ions of different size and charge through the inner
core of CNTs. The structure, bulk diffusivity, andapparent

diffusivity of the probemolecules are shown in Table 1.
The bulk diffusivity values are from literature prece-
dence27�29 for MV2þ, Ru(bipy)3

2þ, NDS2�, and Rhod,
whereas the bulk diffusivity of green dye2� has been
calculated fromWilkie�Chang correlation. The Stokes�
Einstein diameter of these probe molecules has been
calculated from the relation

D0 ¼ kT

6πηRs
(1)

where D0 is the bulk diffusivity, k is the Boltzmann
constant, η is the viscosity of the liquid, and Rs is the
spherical radius of the molecule. The Stokes�Einstein
diameter calculated from the aforementioned equation
provides a value for the hydrodynamic size of the
diffusing species and is very pertinent to the diffusion
analysis in this study. The apparent diffusivity of the

TABLE 1. Molecules with Varying Size and Charge Density to Study Diffusion through Carbon Nanotube Membranesa

a Shown is their bulk diffusivity and experimentally observed diffusivity through the as-made CNT membrane.
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probe molecules has been calculated from

DiffusivityProbe ¼ FluxProbe
FluxKCl

� �
� DiffusivityKCl ð2Þ

The bulk diffusivity of KCl at 25 �C is assumed to be1.7�
10�5 cm2/s.

For transport in pores of molecular dimensions,
there is enhanced interaction between the pore and
the molecule. For purely steric interactions between
the solute and pore wall, hindered diffusivity, Dh, can
be expressed by the Renkin equation as

Dh ¼ D0(1 � λ)2(1 � 2:104λþ 2:09λ3 � 0:95λ5) (3)

where λ is defined as the reduced pore diameter
defined by

λ ¼ Stokes � Einstein Diameter
Pore Diameter

(4)

The Stokes�Einstein diameters of the probes were
∼6�13 Å, which provided reduced pore diameters up
to ∼0.24; that is, up to a quarter of the pore diameter
was filled with the molecule. The experiments were
carried out on the same membrane, with 5 mM of the
probe molecule in the feed solution, and the fluxes are
normalized to KCl flux of equimolar KCl feed (Figure 2).
In general, the fluxes of all the probe molecules lie
between the bulk diffusion (red squares) and hindered
diffusion (blue diamond) predictions. The hindered
diffusion predictions have been calculated from eq 4.
Apparently the diffusivity of the positively charged
species is closer to bulk diffusion predictions, while
the negatively charged species is slower than bulk
diffusion predictions (Table 1). This is attributed to
the electrostatic interaction of the charged molecules
with the charged gatekeeper molecules that are intro-
duced on the membrane surface during water-plasma
oxidation process. For the negatively charged species,
the permeates are repelled by the negatively charged

(carboxylic acid) gatekeeper molecules and are more
hindered.30 The positively charged species are parti-
tioned attractively in the pores, causing the flux to be
closer to bulk diffusivity values. It should be possible to
obtain a higher electrostatic interaction provided the
CNTs are narrower and the electrolyte is dilute enough
that it does not screen the charge on the CNT en-
trances. In a recent work, salt rejection by electrostatic
means has been demonstrated in sub-2 nm CNT
channels by Fornaseior et al. at millimolar salt concen-
trations.31 With a view to quantify the effect of the
functional molecules on diffusive transport experi-
ments we had estimated the functionalization length
of the nanotubes, i.e., the fraction of the length of the
tubes that is functionalized, based on Au-nc functio-
nalization experiments on the exterior of the nano-
tubes.32 Ongoing research is directed to increase the
limited functional density at the CNT entrances by
electrochemical grafting techniques to influence the
transport properties.25 Of interest is the possibility to
introduce selectivity through chemical interactions,
but maintain the extremely fast mass transport proper-
ties of the CNTs.

Although we have estimated the diffusion coeffi-
cient of the probe molecules with respect to KCl, these
monovalent ions (Kþ or Cl�) are not expected to be
adsorbed by CNTs; therefore, KCl is the reference for
estimation of the apparent diffusion coefficient. That
the ionic diffusion of the molecular species, in this
investigation, is close to bulk diffusivity expectations
(∼10�6 cm2/s) is truly unique for hydrophobic interiors
of the CNTs. In contrast, a 200 nm Anopore membrane
or a 2 nm Au nanopore membrane made hydrophobic
by chemical functionalization would not allow trans-
port of ionic species presumably due to an inability to
wet the inner pores.33 Similarly, adsorption can domi-
nate diffusion of dye molecules in nanoporous silica
and has been found to be considerably retarded
(∼10�10 cm2/s).34 Theoretical work by Hummer et al.
suggests that the energy barrier for ions to move from
a high dielectric region (solution) to the low dielectric
(pore) can be substantially reduced for CNT channels
larger than 1 nm, and bulk diffusion would be expec-
ted,35 with our experiments providing evidence for
these theoretical estimations. Transport of molecules
through CNT channels with minimum mass transport
limitations and the presence of charged functional
groups at the channel entrance makes the CNT mem-
brane structure an ideal scaffold to mimic biological
gatekeeper-like transport.

Gas Transport. Gas transport through mesoporous
materials is generally a combination of (i) viscous or
Poiseuille flow, (ii) Knudsen diffusion, and (iii) surface
diffusion.36,37 From the perspective of separations,
higher flux with lower separation is obtained for
viscous flow and lower flux with higher separation
for surface diffusion in the order described. Viscous

Figure 2. Diffusional flux of the probe molecules normal-
ized to KCl flux. The Stokes�Einstein diameters are calcu-
lated from their bulk diffusivities. Reduced pore diameter
(λ) varies from 0.04 to 0.24. Data from left to right are KCl,
MV2þ, NDS2�; Ru-bipy2þ rhodamine B; green dye2�. The
error bars are at 95% confidence. The bulk diffusion values
are from literature precedence, and the hindered diffusion
values have been calculated from the Renkin equation
based on purely steric interactions between the pore and
the permeates.
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or Poiseuille permeability, the preferred mechanism in
large pores, can be mathematically described by

JP ¼ εPμKnr
2

8RTηL
Pm (5)

where JP is the Poiseuille permeation (molm�2 s�1 Pa�1),
μP is the reciprocal tortuosity, η is the gas viscosity
(N s m�2), L is the thickness (m) of the membrane, and
Pm is the mean pressure (Pa), i.e., the mean of the inlet
and outlet pressure. Importantly, the Poiseuille per-
meation scales linearly and inversely with the viscosity.
Knudsen diffusion becomes prominent when the
mean free path of the diffusing species is larger than
the pore diameter, and the Knudsen permeability can
be expressed by the following equation:

JKn ¼ 2εpμKnvr
RTL

; V ¼ 8RT
ΠM

� �0:5

(6)

where JKn is the Knudsen permeation (moles m�2 s�1

Pa�1), εp is the porosity, μKn is a shape factor equal to
1/τ, r is the pore radius (m), τ is the tortuosity, v is the
average molecular velocity (m s�1), L is the layer thick-
ness (m), M is the molecular mass (kg mol�1) of the gas
molecule, and T is the absolute temperature (K). Parallel-
ing arguments for the kinetic theory of gases, the charac-
teristics of Knudsen-type transport are inverse scaling
with the square rootof themolecularweight of thegases.
In some cases of porous membranes, a surface-adsorp-
tion-based preferential diffusion may lead to highly
selective transport.38,39 A representative equation is

Js ¼ � FappDsμs
dq
dl

ð7Þ

where Js is the surface diffusion flux component
(mol m�2 s�1), Fapp is the apparent density (kg m�3),
Ds is the surface diffusion coefficient (m2 s�1), μs is the
reciprocal tortuosity, and dq/dl is the surface concentra-
tion gradient (mol kg�1 m�1).

For most gases at room temperature, themean free
path is significantly larger than the pore diameter of
the CNT membrane (∼70 Å). For example, air at room
temperature will have a mean free path of ∼600 Å,
which is almost an order of magnitude larger than the
pore diameter of the CNT membrane. Hence, one
would expect the gas transport through the CNT
membranes to be in the Knudsen regime. For transport
dominated by viscous flow, the gas permeability
should scale linearly with the inverse of viscosity of
the gases.40 Instead the experimental gas perme-
ability41 scaled with the molecular weight of the gases
by an exponent of 0.42, which is close to the predic-
tions of Knudsen diffusion (0.5). Surface-based adsorp-
tion-diffusion along the CNT wall may play an
important role in the transport of these gases, which
might explain the deviation from ideality.10,42,43

This observations, i.e., scaling with molecular weight
and noncorrelation with viscosity, indicates the absence

of significant viscous transport through the CNT mem-
brane, which would be the case if gas transport was
through large cracks or interfacial porosity.44 The
results are also consistent with MD simulations, sug-
gesting insignificant viscous contribution in gas trans-
port through 8.1 nm diameter CNTs.45

The expected Knudsen permeability through a pore of
7 nm diameter and 126 μm length (estimated from
scanningelectronmicrographs),T=298K, tortuosity factor
∼1, and porosity ∼0.0015 (estimated from KCl diffusion
experiments) was calculated from eq 6. The enhancement
factor was calculated by the following relation:

Enhancement factor ¼ Experimental permeability=

Calculated Knudsen permeability

Enhancement factors for the gases ranged from 20
to 30 for most gases (Figure 3). It is worth emphasizing
that the theory of Knudsen transport is based on the
kinetic theory of gases, where momentum transfer is
dominated by collisions with the wall. In the case of
very smooth surfaces, collisions with the wall will not
have any backscattering but will keep all tangential
forward momentum upon reflections down the CNT
core. For an amorphous carbon-coated (20�30 nm
thick) alumina membrane (200 nm pore diameter), gas
transport measurements of argon, oxygen, and nitro-
gen and modeling approaches indicated that approxi-
mately 50% of the gas collisions were specular;46

specularmomentum transfer will cause the diffusivities
to exceed those predicted from the kinetic theory.47,48

The observed enhancement factors are in close agree-
ment with other simulations work in graphitic CNTs.
For instance, transport diffusivity of Ar (using MD
simulations) through a CNT of ∼1.6 nm diameter is
∼10�1 cm2/s, which is almost 2 orders of magnitude
larger than predicted from the Knudsen diffusivity
equation (4� 10�3 cm2/s).49 The present observations
are also consistent with experimental work on sub-
2 nm CNT membranes, where enhancement by 2�3
orders of magnitude was observed.50 Interestingly, for
AAO membranes of comparable pore sizes (∼10 nm),
gas transportmagnitudeswere consistentwith Knudsen
diffusion predictions, whereas a factor of 10 enhan-
cement over Knudsen diffusion was observed for
10 nm track etch polycarbonate membranes.51 These

Figure 3. (a) Histogram of observed permeability in
(mol/m2 s Pa) and enhancement factor over Knudsen
diffusion for each gas.
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observations suggest that the material surface char-
acteristics of the vertically oriented nanoporous mate-
rials are critical in obtaining the enhanced diffusivities.
The graphitic CNTs with their uniquely large van der
Waal distances and atomically smooth interiors are
responsible for the enhanced transport rate of gases.

To summarize, the observed permeability of gases
scales downwith themolecular weight by an exponent
∼0.4, but the diffusivities are ∼2 orders of magnitude
larger than Knudsen diffusivity predictions. Thus, a
Knudsen-type diffusion transport with highly specular
reflection along the CNT walls is the dominating gas
transportmechanism. Also the absence of a correlation
of transport rates with viscosity is important evidence
that the membrane structure consists of molecular
channels provided by the inner cores of CNTs.

Liquid Transport. Flow of liquids (J) through porous
membranes can be predicted using the Hagen�
Poiseuille equation52 and is given by

J ¼ εpμr2ΔP

8μτL
(8)

where εp is the relative porosity, r0 is the pore radius
(3.5 nm for our system), P is the pressure applied, μ is
the dynamic viscosity, τ is the tortuosity (1.1), and L is the
length of the pore. The basic assumptions of this equa-
tion are laminar flow and no-slip at the boundary layer;
that is, the velocity of the fluid at the CNT wall is zero.

The implication of the equation for nanoporous
materials (small radius) is that the transport rate is
limited by the pressure drop across the pores. Modest
deviations from the no-slip boundary condition have
been achieved for a number of cases including flow
through hydrophobic capillaries, thereby providing
possibilities to design membranes with small pore size
but enhanced liquid transport. However, it has been
difficult to make such hydrophobic membranes with
dramatically enhanced slip flow, as surface energies
would not allow water to enter the transporting chan-
nels and require large overpressures towet the surface.
At the microscopic level a conventional hydrophobic
surface (with correspondingly large van der Waal
distance) can still scatter molecules flowing over the
rough interface, thus resulting in near zero average

velocity at the interface. In the CNT case once thewater
is in the tube,53 it can propagate freely with large slip
associated with nearly atomically smooth graphite
planes. The effects of both van der Waals distance
and atomic smoothness are directly addressed by MD
simulations showing the CNT cores as the optimal
system.13 Slip flow can be characterized by slip length,
which is an extrapolation of the extra pore radius
required to give zero velocity at a hypothetical pore
wall (the boundary condition for conventional mate-
rials). It indicates the deviation of the liquid flow from
the hydrodynamic prediction and denotes the extent
of interfacial friction between the liquid and the pore
walls. It can be estimated from the equation

V(ς)
Vns

¼ 1þ 4ς
r0

(9)

where V(ς) is the experimentally observed flow velocity
(cm/s), Vns is the flow velocity calculated from the
Hagen�Poiseuille equation, ς is the slip length, and
r0 is the radius of the nanotube.

The available permeable pore area can be directly
measured by diffusion since the diffusion of ions inside
CNT pores is close to bulk diffusion, as discussed in
the section on ionic transport. Thus by measuring
volume flow rate through the CNTs we could directly
measure pore flow velocities. In general, the flow
velocities were 4�5 orders of magnitude larger than
hydrodynamic predictions20 (Table 2). The trend of
flow velocities could not be explained by conventional
parameters such as viscosity and hydropbicity. For
instance, hexane is less viscous andmore hydrophobic
than water and should flow faster in a hydrophobic
channel than water. However, the hexane flow rate is
smaller than water flow through the CNT membrane.
MD simulations have shown that water can be trans-
ported through CNT channels at extremely high speed
by the cooperative movement of a hydrogen-bonded
network through the frictionless channels of carbon
nanotubes.54 Most interestingly, the flow velocity of
water, i.e., volumetric flow rate through individual
nanotubes divided by the pore area, was found to be
comparable to those observed in protein channels
such as aquaporin and in theMD simulations. However,

TABLE 2. Summary of Pressure-Driven Flow of Liquids through CNT Membranes Using a Syringe Pump Pressure Cell

Apparatusa

liquid

permeable pore density

(# per cm2)

membrane thickness

(μm)

initial permeability

(cm3/cm2 min bar)

flow velocitynormalized

at 1 bar (cm/s)

viscosity

(cP)

enhancement

factor

slip length

(μm)

hexane 3.4� 109 126 0.44 5.6 0.3 1.09 � 104 9.5
decane 3.4� 109 126 0.053 0.67 0.9 3.9 � 104 3.4
water (0.7�1 bar) 1�3.4� 109 34�126 0.77((0.22) 26.1 ((17.2) 1.0 6 ((1.6) � 104 53.3((14.5)
water (0.001�0.02 bar) 2.4� 106 81 10.9 ((5.1) 1.0 4.6 ((2.1) � 104 40.4((18.5)
EtOH 3.4� 109 126 0.35 4.5 1.1 3.2 � 104 28
IPA 3.4� 109 126 0.088 1.12 2 1.4 � 104 13

a For water flow at ∼0.001�0.02 bar flow is measured by U-tube with positive column height and quantified by Ru(bipy)3
2þ dye flow into permeate cell.
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these experiments do not confirm the presence of
ordered water inside the CNT channels. Importantly
hexane's flow velocity, though slower than water, was
dramatically enhanced, thus indicating that this phe-
nomena does not require H-bond ordering.

The experimental results of liquid flow can be
explained by the presence of slip flow conditions at
the CNT walls. Theoretically, the existence of micro-
meter scale slip lengths has been explained by the
presence of a gas�liquid interface, which gives rise to a
nonzero velocity at the walls.55,56 The observed slip
flow of water is consistent with independent measure-
ments in sub-2 nm CNT channels.50 The slip length for
the liquids was found to correlate qualitatively with the
hydrophobicity of the solvent, indicated by the solu-
bility parameter, which is frequently used in the poly-
mer literature to find appropriate solvents.57 Simply,
water, the most hydrophilic of the solvents, has the
highest solubility parameter and the maximum slip
length of the liquid on the CNT surface. The observed
slip lengths are consistent with measured contact
angles of polar liquids on CNTs [water (79�) > EtOH
(12�) > IPA(8�)].58 Greater interaction (wetting) of the
liquid with the graphite surface leads to a decrease in
the slip lengths and decreased transport rates.59

In order to test the hypothesis that the enhanced
flow observed through the CNT membranes is due to
slipping of the liquid at the CNT walls, flow velocities of
liquids through the CNT membrane were determined
with progressive functionalization of the tips and the
core of the CNTs (Table 3). In the diffusion experiments,
the liquids in the feed and the permeate cell were
maintained at the same level to ensure minimum
pressure-driven flux. The pore area was estimated
from the diffusive flux measurements with no height

difference and the assumption of bulk diffusivity of the
probe (Ru(bipy)3

2þ) in the CNT cores. In order to deter-
mine the pressure flow velocities, the height of the
feed column (5 mmol Ru(bipy)3

2þ solution) was delib-
erately kept ∼0.5�20 cm higher than the permeate
side. The flow velocity of the water (measured by the
concentration of the probe molecule on the permeate
side) in the as-made membrane was found to be
8.8((4.1) cm/s bar (normalized to 1 bar), which is
remarkably consistent with the flow velocity of pure
water estimated from the syringe pump experiments
near 1 bar (∼26 cm/s bar). The as-mademembrane has
carboxyl groups at the CNT tips andwas functionalized
by a polypeptide spacer and a charged dye molecule
containing SO3

2� groups (Figure 5d) using the meth-
ods described previously.26,60 The flow experiment
showed that, because of tip functionalization, the
velocity the feed solution had decreased 200-fold from
8.8 cm/s to 0.04 ((0.007) cm/s. These experiments

TABLE 3. Pressure Flow of Water through CNT

Membranes as a Function of Progressive Chemical

Functionalizationa

chemical

functionalization

flow velocity

normalized at

1 bar (cm/s)

enhancement

over Newtonian

flow

normalized

diffusive

flux

as-made
(plasma-oxidized)

10.9 ((5.1) 4.6 ((2.1) � 104 1

spacer-dye
(tip region)

4.7 ((0.7) � 10�2 2 ((0.3) � 102 0.93

spacer-dye
(core and tip)

<1.26 � 10�3 <5.3 1.03

a Flow velocity is measured in the range 0.001�0.2 bar using a U-tube permeation
cell with positive column height using a 5 mmol Ru(bipy)3

2þ probe molecule and
0.1 M KCl as the screening electrolyte. The enhancement factors are based on
calculated no-slip flow (Hagen�Poiseuille) through a pipe with 7 nm inner
diameter. Normalized diffusive flux (rightmost column) is the ratio of the observed
diffusive flux (without the pressure gradient) after functionalization to the diffusive
flux through the as-made (unmodified) CNT membrane and is proportional to
permeable pore area.

Figure 4. Slip length for various liquids as a function of their
solubility parameter (MPa 0.5).

Figure 5. Schematic of sequential functionalizationof a CNT
membrane corresponding to data shown in Table 3. (a) As-
made (plasma-oxidized) membrane without any bulky func-
tional molecules. (b) As-made membrane after functionali-
zation at the tip entrance with a polypeptide linkage and the
bulky dye molecule. (c) Interiors of the CNTs grafted by
electrochemical diazonium grafting of benzoic acid followed
by polypeptide linkage and the dye molecule. (d) Schematic
of the functional molecule system utilized in this study.
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were carried out in the presence of 0.1MKCl electrolyte
in order to screen the electrostatic effects of surface
charge,60 as had been done for the diffusion experi-
ment to measure pore area. To functionalize the entire
core of the CNTs, the membrane was grafted electro-
chemically using diazonium chemistry in static
conditions.60 The membrane was subsequently func-
tionalized with a polypeptide spacer and the anioni-
cally charged dye molecule. No detectable pressure-
driven transport of the probe molecules was detected
in the pressure range of the experiment. The detection
limit for this experiment was 5 times the no-slip
boundary conditions. In these experiments, the diffu-
sive flux does not change significantly, indicating that
the functionalization experiments do not plug the
pores, but rather modify the pore-wall and ion/liquid
interaction. Most important is that the flow velocity
changed over 4 orders of magnitude with the same
permeable pore area by changing the surface chem-
istry, which can only be explained by disruption of the
near perfect slip-boundary condition. This experiment
directly rules out the possibility of large macroscopic
cracks giving erroneously high flow velocities since
changing the surface hydrophobicity would have a
minimal effect on large crack flow rates. In fact making
surfaces more hydrophilic would enhance accessible
macroscopic pore areas if that were the primary
mechanism. The interpretation of these experiments
is shown schematically in Figure 5a�c. Thesemeasure-
ments show in a single experiment how the pressure-
driven transport through the CNT interior progresses
from a slip boundary condition when the interiors are
pristine graphitic to a more conventional no-slip
boundary condition for CNTs lined with functional
molecules. An interesting point is that the carboxyl
functionalization from the plasma oxidation process
evidently gives the CNT enough hydrophilic nature to
promote water entering the CNT core without disrupt-
ing rapid flow past the functional groups. With more
bulky functional groups the flow is dramatically re-
duced. The optimal conditions for water flow in terms
of extent of hydrophilic carboxylation and whether a
monolayer thickness of bulky groupsat theCNTentrance
also disrupts fast flow are promising areas of future
enquiry. However chemical functionality of membrane
pores is often required to produce chemical selectivity in
membrane-based separations. Thus an important intel-
lectual challenge emerges; functional groups required
for chemical selectivity will introduce imperfections on
the graphitic nanotubes and dramatically reduce the

enhanced flow properties. The key challenges in CNT
membrane research lie in identifying strategies for
imparting a trade-off between selectivity and the en-
hanced flow properties by imposing monolayer func-
tionality right at the entrance to the CNT cores or by
imparting pumping or acceleration at the region of
chemical selectivity.60,61

Concluding Remarks. We have experimentally investi-
gated the transport properties through the inner core
of CNTs with ∼7 nm diameter, via macroscopic trans-
port measurements through a membrane structure
consisting of substantially dense (∼109�10 tubes/cm2),
open-ended, and vertically oriented CNTs in an im-
permeable polystyrene matrix. Ionic diffusion through
the CNT membranes is close to bulk diffusion expecta-
tions and electrostatically influenced by a charged
carboxyl functionality at the CNT entrance. Gases are
transported by a Knudsen-like transport mechanism
but are ∼15�30-fold faster that Knudsen diffusion
predictions due to highly specular reflection at the
smooth CNT walls retaining the forward momentum
of the gas. Liquid flow through the noninteracting
hydrophobic CNT cores is found to be dramatically
enhanced, with flow velocities ∼1000�10000 times
faster than predictions of liquid transport from conven-
tional no-slip hydrodynamic predictions. The extent of
slip decreases with increasing hydrophobicity of the
liquid, which is consistent with stronger interactions
with the CNT surface reducing the flow enhancement.
As direct experimental proof of the mechanism near
perfect slip conditions in CNT cores, stepwise hydro-
philic functionalization of CNT membranes from as-
produced, tip-functionalized, and core-functionalized
reduced pressure-driven water flow from 5 � 104

to 2 � 102 to <5 enhancement over conventional
Newtonian flow while retaining nearly the same pore
area. Carbon nanotube membranes offer an exciting
opportunity tomimic natural protein channels due to (1)
a mechanism for dramatically enhanced fluid flow
through the CNT core, (2) the ability to place gatekeeper
chemistry at the entrance to pores, and (3) being
electrically conductive to localize electric fields at CNT
tips or perform electrochemical transformations. An
intellectual puzzle emerges on how to benefit from
the fast CNT core velocity while having chemical
selectivity that ruins the near perfect slip boundary
of pristine CNTs. Nature is able to selectively pump
molecules through protein channels, and analo-
gously this can occur with actively pumping selec-
tive gatekeepers,60,61 thereby truly mimicking
Nature's remarkable pumps.

METHODS

Ionic Transport Measurements. The probe molecules for ionic
transport measurements were methyl viologen dichloride

hydrate (98%, Aldrich) [MVþ2], tris(2,20-bipyridyldichlororuth-
enium(II) hexahydrate [Ru-(bipy)3

2þ] (Aldrich), 2,6-naphthale-

nedisulfonic acid, disodium salt (97%, Aldrich) [NDS2�], Fast
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Green FCF (99%, Alfa Aesar) [Dye2�], and rhodamine B (Sigma-
Aldrich) [Rhod]. The structures of the probe molecules are
shown in Table 1. A U-tube diffusion cell for in situmeasurement
by UV�vis (USB-ISS-UV/vis, OceanOptics Inc.) spectroscopywas
used for these experiments. In the setup, a quartz cuvette was
converted into the permeate cell and inserted into the UV�vis
spectrophotometer to obtain the permeate concentration as a
function of time. UV�vis spectra were collected at regular
intervals after stirring the permeate solution with a glass pipet.
Three different solutions were used for the ionic diffusion
studies: (i) a solution of 5 mM in Ru(bipy)3

2þ and 5 mM in
MV2þ for theþve charged ions, (ii) a solution of 5 mM in NDS2�

and Dye 2�, and (iii) 5 mM of neutral molecule rhodamine B.
Nine- to ten-point calibration curves were used for each analyte.
Flux rates were obtained by fitting a straight line to the
experimentally obtained plot of time versusmoles of the probe
molecules transported plot.

Liquid Transport Measurement. Pressure-driven liquid transport
through the CNT membranes was measured in a pressure flow
membrane transport setup.20 Briefly, the membrane was as-
sembled in the flow cell, and a syringe pump provided the
required pressure to drive the liquid through the membrane.
The weight of the liquid permeating through the membrane
was measured in real time on a pan balance interfaced with
a laptop computer using Balance Talk SL software from
Labtronics.

Water, isopropyl alchohol (IPA), and ethanol (EtOH) were
deaerated in a vacuum oven for a period of 12�24 h and
allowed to cool under vacuum. For measurements of different
liquids on the samemembrane, it is dried in air for 12 h and then
soaked in the solvent for 1�2 h prior to the experiment. The
syringe is then filled with the liquid, and the pipe line is purged
with the liquid at 2.5 mL/min flow rate, keeping the valve
completely open so that any air in the pipes is driven away.
Thereafter, the valve is gradually closed manually to increase
pressure inside the flow cell. Once a drop of liquid is seen
coming out of the nipple, the data acquisition in the computer is
started. Time-dependent pressure data are also collectedmanu-
ally. The zero time for the flow experiments is the time to notice
the first drop of liquid coming out of the flow cell. So, there is a
systematic error (due to the hold-up volume) in determining the
initial permeability. This is significant for liquids such as water,
IPA, and EtOH, where the flow rate declines with time. There-
fore, an estimate of the hold-up volume was also made. The
weight of the bottom plate with a small piece of paraffin was
first taken. In place of the CNTmembrane, a PANmembranewas
used and pressure flow was conducted. The pump was next
stopped, and the last drop was allowed to fall out of the nipple.
The piece of paraffin was used to close the opening of the
nipple. Then the flow cell was disassembled, water poured from
the top cell, and water from the bottom cell was dried with
Kimwipes and weighed. The difference between the initial and
final weights gives the hold-up volume and was found to be
∼0.5 cm3.

Gas Transport Measurement. For gas transport measurements,
the same flow cell was used and gas cylinders instead of the
syringe pump were used. A small (2 mm) diameter glass
capillary, treated with hexyltrimethoxysilane to render it
hydrophobic, was attached to the exit of the flow cell. A
liquid droplet of ∼30 μL was placed inside the capillary, and
the volumetric flow of gas permeating was found by timing
the movement of the water meniscus between two fixed
marks on the glass capillary. A three-step purging protocol
was followed to fill the flow cell with gas from the cylinder.
(i) The gas line was purged with the gas for 2�3 min. (ii) The
control valve was fully opened and the on�off valve
was closed so that gas could fill the flow cell. The pressure
rose up to ∼15 psi. (iii) Then, the valve on the cylinder was
closed and the on�off valve was opened to relieve the
pressure. Steps (ii) and (iii) were repeated ∼10 times to
eliminate hold-up gas volume in the flow cell. The flow rate
through the glass capillary was calibrated using a syringe
pump. The volumetric flow rate through the membrane was
measured as a function of the pressure. A linear plot of
volumetric flow rate per unit area of the membrane versus

pressure was obtained, and the slope of the plot was the
permeability of the membranes.

KCl Diffusion Experiments for Estimation of Porosity. The pore
density and porosity of the membranes was measured using
KCl diffusion through the membrane. The feed was 7.5 cm3 of
669 ppm of KCl (standard solution), while the volume in the
permeate side was ∼1.5 cm3. Given that the maximum con-
centrationmeasured in the permeate is∼25 ppm,the totalmass
of KCl in the feed solution is about 2 orders of magnitude
greater than that in the permeate, thereby eliminating mass
depletion effects and ensuring steady-state measurements.
Both the feed and the permeate cells were stirred with a
magnetic stirrer to enable efficient mixing. The conductivity of
the permeate solution was monitored by a conductivity elec-
trode (Microelectrodes Inc.), connected to a conductivity meter
(Orion 150 Aþ conductivity meter), and the data were collected
in a spreadsheet using Balance Talk SL (Labtronics) every
15 min. The conductivity meter was calibrated using a
66.9 ppm standard solution before the start of any experiment.
The experimental conductivity data were converted into flux
data using an appropriate calibration curve of ppm of KCl versus
conductivity. The permeable pore area (Ap) can be estimated
from the equation

Ap ¼ J � l

D� C

� �

where D is the bulk diffusivity of KCl at 21 �C (∼1.7� 10�5 cm2/s),
C is the concentration of the feed (8.97 � 10�3 M), l is the
membrane thickness (from SEM cross sectional pictures), and
J is the experimental steady-state flux of KCl (mol/s). The
porosity (εp) of the membrane and the permeable pore density
can be calculated from

εp ¼ Ap

Am

� �
; Permeable pore density (=cm2) ¼

Ap

Am

� �

πd2

4

where d is the pore diameter (7 nm) and Am is the membrane
area exposed in the diffusion experiment, in this case equal to
the area of the O-ring, ∼0.3 cm2. Salt rejection of the CNT
membranes was determined by analyzing the permeate solu-
tion during a pressure flow of 1.7� 10�2 (M) KCl; minimal (∼4%)
salt rejection was observed. Thus, there is not a significant
underestimation of Ap from surface charge repulsion.
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